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About This Game

Wings of Prey is based around the large-scale aerial combat and ground military operations of World War II. Players can
participate in some of the war’s most famous battles piloting fighters, battle planes and bombers across a range of thrilling

missions. There are six theatres of war to engage in – The Battle of Britain, Stalingrad, Ardennes, Berlin, Sicily and Korsun'
representing the main airborne battles of World War II in Europe.

Wings of Prey also boasts an all new damage effects engine as well as advanced environmental visuals enriching the game play.
Wings of Prey features hundreds of airplanes taking part in air battles. The unique environmental engine also produces highly

detailed, realistic landscapes that allow players to see breathtaking ground support actions.

Authentic World War atmosphere: Cutting edge technologies with highly detailed visuals bring the epic battles to life;

Engage in more than 50 missions from famous historical battles over Eastern and Western Europe;

Historically accurate aircrafts: Experience over 40 planes including fighters, battle planes and bombers. Learn to master
Spitfire, Mustang, Messerschmitt and many more;

Flexible difficulty level system: from arcade to realistic simulation;

Downloadable content support: more planes and missions are coming next year;

Support of 6-DOF TrackIR, TripleHead2Go, Saitek and Thrustmaster joysticks, mouse and voice headsets;
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Realistic sound effects and original music from Jeremy Soule.

Note! Multiplayer for Wings of Prey is no more supported!
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Title: Wings of Prey
Genre: Simulation
Developer:
Gaijin Entertainment
Publisher:
Gaijin Entertainment
Release Date: 25 Dec, 2009

 a09c17d780 

OS: Microsoft Windows XP SP3

Processor: Intel Pentium 4 3200MHz

Memory: 1 GB Ram

Graphics: NVIDIA GeForce 7600 256 Mb

DirectX®: 9.0c or higher

Hard Drive: 10 Gb free disk space

Sound: DirectX compatible

English,Russian,French,German,Italian
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The idea for the game is great and creative and is what drew me in from the start, however I was not expecting it to be
EXACTLY like the free version. The content you get with this is not really worth what you pay for it yet. If you are interested
in this game, play the free version online before you buy this... There are pros and cons I have to mention.

Pros:
~Good game concept
~Decent variety

Cons:
~Terrible Multiplayer ( The little of the players that play onine are terrible)
~Lots of bugs
~Very repetitive
~The AI are way too blood thirsty
~Little updates and few content, it's been out for a while and it still seems like it's in the very early stages
~High price for what you get

Overall this game needs a lot of work, I expected a lot more than what I got, this program is way too easy for people to hack,
and is only barely fun in single player, which if you don't play the top animal, you'll probably die in the first 3 minutes. It's hard
for me to give this such a bad reveiw but it deserves it. Get them and relive some of the best NES games released. Direct ports
that play and sound fantastic. Mouse control is awesome, as controllers back in the day were a bit combersome for these titles.
Nice CRT filter. Easily save games and jump to the others. Worth every penny even though I still have them for my NES.

Edit 1: Finished The Univited and about halfway through Shadowgate. Games are identical to the NES versions in every way
including having 3 save slots per game, so you can have different playthoughs going. Achievements are pretty funny in that you
are rewarded with dying in various grim ways in each game. If you have played these before or the new Shadowgate released a
little while back, you will know that the games actively try to kill you in unexpected ways. Resolutions scale nicely as well.
Menus easy to use. Good challenge for those new to these or those who haven't played them in awhile.. Believe it or not, this
game could be compared to Agar.io. It looks rubbish but is highly addicting! I recommend!. It doesn't run in my pc. I don't even
know how it appeared in my library.. Do you like watching the sun rise and thinking, today has possibilities?
Do you like putting cash down on the table when gambling, because you might win, and if you don't at least you had a fun game
of cards?
Do you like when someone tells you "have you heard" not looking horribly stupid and silly and saying "no" but instead saying
"been there mined that this is what your doing wrong son."
Do you space?
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Do you like mining?
Do you like the idea of being a prisoner of boath and trying to escape build your escape with nothing but your wits and what you
can beg borrow or steal?
Do you like an original concept that's not just, man with gun does pew pew, man with sword goes hack slash, or something so
avantguard it barely resembles a game?
Do you like VR games that have a story, and gameplay that's more than a glorified tech demo costing way more and providing
way less than a look around version of clicker heros?

Well this game is early alpha, putting money down is investing in it's future. If you like the idea then back it. This is TRUE
alpha. It's not triple A, it's not beta, it's truly a work in progress, and where and when it works it's great. It can crash randomly. It
can look like crap at times. If you like riding the bleeding edge, watching a project grow, and knowing you were the first one in
your circle of friends to see it, and support it, and maybe even give some feedback that helped to shape it, then this is a great
game for you.

If your like me take the plunge.. if not don't, or save your dimes and buy it when the cool kids tell you to and it's fully
developed.
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Fun little game needs more support!. I just completed this game and its amazing.
The main character is my biggest example in life and i want to be like him. Fun game, especially with friends. I feel like there
could be some balance issues but it runs well and looks great in VR.. I love this game. It's one of my favorites. The story is great.
Revenge, love, lust, and mystery.. its actually pretty fun, it not bad but it's not great. I found myself getting bored after an hour..
Got this free in a giveaway, I installed, started and let it run to just get the Steam Cards.

3.7 hours and 4 Steam Cards later I close. "Yargis is synching" ... huh? ... turns out 73.89MB where being stored on Steam
Cloud ... for idling in the game!

This is the highest synched data for a game I have on Steam and all for doing jack$%!*. first of all, despite what EVERYONE
says, NOT A SINGLE CENT OF CASH IS NEEDED TO GET TROUGH THIS GAME AT ALL.
theres a shop where you can buy ammo at reasonable prices and also THERE ARE OTHER WAYS besides just ramming into
the face of everything with a machinegun, which 90% of people here seems not to understand or even realize at minimum.

The Good:
-nice to pass the time.
-has end-game unlockables and secret areas.
-missions dont tend to take much time.
-mid-late game missions tend to get your heart pumping real hard as the struggle gets heavier.
-"random rarity" boxes are a pretty good system IMO, since theyre not really THAT random, people is just lazy, if you save up
for around 10-15 missions you can easily buy a REALLY GOOD box and get a real nice upgrade on your weapons.
-you can get trough the entire game without buying ammo, just by upgrading your weapons with cartridge(on-clip) capacity and
damage.
-the difficulty curve on the enemies "adapting(more like dully buffing themselves up)" is not so big of a deal if you have at least
90IQ yo buy and upgrade your stuff.
-there are several workarounds for each mission besides just mashing your face onto everything with a shotgun.
-humanoid enemies are ridiculously easy as you can just run to them and unleash a finisher in half a second.

The BAD:
-you can get A stuff pretty easily, if you save for it, but S its unreachable unless youre actually lucky.
-the ingame cash shop doesnt work anymore.
-the prices on ingame cash shop are stupid high for what they ACTUALY give you.
-the optimization ITS A ♥♥♥♥ING PIECE OF GARBAGE, ALL maps are small but intrincated, still its NO EXCUSE for
these EXCESSIVE requirements.
-not enough options at the time of configuration of the game in case you have a mid-end PC like i do, basically ensuring you
WILL have lag and forcing you to get effects and features that are straight up just going to EAT AWAY your PC.
-gives the player ABSOLUTELY NO REASON to keep playing, which makes 95% of people quit in 1-3 hours at best.
-the mission dialogues and interaction is SO RIDICULOUSLY DULL AND SOULLESS that i just skipped trough everything,
because seriously, its hard to get ANYONE GIVING A♥♥♥♥♥♥if theres just dull text, and text, and text, and text, and text
and then MORE TEXT!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! EAT TEXT! DINNER TEXT! SLEEP IN TEXT!♥♥♥♥♥♥TEXT! BREATH TEXT!!!!
-TEXT TEXT TEXT TEXT SKIP
-despite the missions being able to mildly thrill a midly-hookable player, no one cares if the game feels SO DULL.
-getting those reward boxes again and again and again, being ALL the same and giving no more than crap you could just
normally buy without that much effort that you spent getting them and finally being cheaper to had bought them yourself feels
like♥♥♥♥♥♥ its basically spitting into one's face after so much effort that some of the missions can be to unlock those damn
boxes.

give it a try, if you dont like it, leave it, if you like it, tell us your secret, are you human?
is not a "bad" game, yet is not precisely the best game of the year, needs A TON of improvements if its gonna be an actuall
game on itself, thank god its free, but like this it has no future whatsoever.

i insist, give it a try, if you have a Mid-end PC it WILL run badly but playable, can be thrilling and fun a lot of times, yet ends
up feeling heavy after 10 hours.
. This is a very short game, but it still manages to tell a very good story. The art is wonderful and the backgrounds are especially
gorgeous. The spirits designs are absolutely adorable and the later half of the game actually gets surprisingly creepy. The game,
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frustratingly, kept crashing on my (not sure if the game was glitchy or if my computer was at fault), but even so I kept going, I
just had to reuinite them.
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